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Diesel Platforms
As a world leader in all-terrain loading
and lifting equipment, MANITOU is known
for the innovation, safety and quality
of its machinery. MANITOU designs and
manufactures equipment specifically adapted
to the needs of their clients in construction,
agriculture
and
industry.
Reliability,
performance and simplicity of MANITOU
machines produce equipment of high added
value. So, naturally, the brand has put all its
expertise, and that of its distribution chain, to
the development of Diesel-engine platforms
for the construction industry.
You will find a wide choice of lifting platforms,
each of them corresponding perfectly to the
requirements of your business. Whatever the
terrain and the application you will have the after
sales support to maximise your Manitou diesel
platforms efficiency.

Diesel platforms:
8 models available

SC

ATJ

TJ

Scissor

platforms
3 moDels aVailaBle:

Scissor platforms
( 140SC )

Compactness together
with high performance.
You have easy access to your building sites thanks to the

compact size

of the Manitou scissor platforms. These

compact and sturdy

models offer, considering their

size, impressive working at height capacity and a

working area.

large

They are simple to operate and so you

gain in flexibility and operating comfort.

Articulated platforms

( 120SC )

Telescopic platforms

( 100SC )

ease of handling
Several factors mean that Scissor platforms are very
simple to handle. Their compactness allows you to
manoeuvre in cluttered spaces, inside and out. You
ascend the machine easily with the help of large antislip steps and a gate. Even when working at height
your control of the machine and its movement provide
complete safety with the aid of the intuitive ergonomic
control panel. And you can control the platform
extension (with the extension on rollerwheels locked in
the secured position).

all terrain capability
and safety
Whatever condition the ground is in, you can work with
no problem with the aid of the four driving wheels and
an axle oscillation. In addition, you can deploy the
stabilisers with the control panel located in the basket.
In transport position they are retracted automatically
to avoid damage. The overload indicator informs you
the permitted weight so that all is under control.

Telescopic platforms

robust construction
and minimal maintenance
Gradual take up of drive reducing pitching motion.
The scissor platform’s covers are easily opened. When
maintenance is required they provide easy access to
the engine and hydraulic compartments. The motor
itself is mounted on a swiveling base. You will gain
invaluable time.

Preferred working
for SC models
n
n

n
n
n

areas

First phase (scaffolding, cladding)
Second phase (painting, airconditioning, heating
insulation…)
Cleaning, sandblasting
Event Operations
…

Commercial buildings

Scissor platforms

100SC/120SC

Articulated platforms

Scissor
platforms

Event Management

Articulated
platforms

4 moDels aVailaBle:

Scissor platforms
( 180ATJ )

( 200ATJ )

You get round all obstacles,
even on steep ground.
If you work mainly out of doors, on uneven or steeply
sloping ground, this range is the ideal solution.

load, reach, speed of elevation…

Height,

The MANITOU

Diesel engine articulated platforms are the answer to all
your building needs. From 16 to 20 metres, and from
230 to 400 kg (with our 160 ATJ+), you can find

the

platform which is most suited to your needs.

Articulated platforms

( 160ATJ+ )

Telescopic platforms

( 160ATJ )

Articulated
platforms

160ATJ/160ATJ+/180ATJ/200ATJ
Scissor platforms

all Terrain Capability
With three steering modes, hydrostatic transmission, 2 heavy duty
axles, 4 wheel drive, and unrivalled protection over obstacles on all
types of ground. Even a gradient of 40% is within its capabilities
and can easily go round and over obstacles. The oscillating axle
(optional) will cope with all the ground irregularities.Your mobility
and safety are ensured, whatever the type of terrain.

efficiency and productivity

Articulated platforms

You can reach the most inaccessible areas with ease, whether you
are at 16 or 20 metres. Our models offer the best reach capacity on
the market, equal to the needs of most building sites. Thereby you
have access to an ideal working area without needing to move your
machine. You make the most of your working time and thus your
productivity.

160 aTJ new generation
You will find the improvements that have been made to the standard
model:

- easier operation of the controls to allow you a better control of the
power required, thereby significantly reducing polluting emissions,
noise and fuel consumption.

Telescopic platforms

- solid wheels, more environmentally friendly than foam filled or
polyurethane tyres.
18” wheels are available as an option for use on very restricted site
applications, where space is at a premium.

160 aTJ +
- Large basket (2.40 x 0.90 m) and basket capacity (400 kg including
3 people).
- Large storage area for tools and equipment.

Most suitable operating
for ATJ models
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

areas

First phase (framework, cladding)
Second phase (painting, heating and air
conditioning)
Cleaning and sand blasting
Pruning
Event Operations
Airport/Port maintenance
…

Framework

Cleaning windows

Articulated
platforms
robustness
With the ATJ platform, you can work at height with total peace of mind.
The heavy duty arms increase the machines rigidity and add to the
comfort of use at height. The control box is protected by a cover against
dirty operations such as painting, high pressure cleaning. The cover
equally acts as protection against extreme weather or acts of vandalism,
and keeps your machine in good condition to maintain its resale value.

Working comfort
The ergonomic control box is designed to facilitate manoeuvring
and to avoid accidents. The raising of the platform and the travel
mode movement levers are located distinctly on the control panel.
With your right hand, you can use all the moving control functions.
You are the master of the mobility of your machine. The spacious
basket with its grid design floor provides you with comfort and good
visibility to ground level. It is fitted with double handrails to protect
the operator’s hands, but also has a solid toolbox. With MANITOU,
comfort and safety go hand-in-hand.

Most suitable operating
for ATJ models
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

areas

First phase (framework, cladding)
Second phase (painting, heating and air
conditioning)
Cleaning and sand blasting
Pruning
Event Operations
Airport/Port maintenance
…

Tree pruning

Sportuing events

Articulated platforms

You really save time at each lift. The raising of the platform consists of
four movements (spreading of the arms, activation of the telescopic
equipment and the turret rotation) which can be done simultaneously.
So you reach your working area in 40 seconds flat. Moreover, due to
its size and weight, the machine is easily transportable by lorry from
one job to the next, You do not waste a minute.

Telescopic platforms

speed

Scissor platforms

160ATJ/160ATJ+/180ATJ/200ATJ

Articulated
platforms

Scissor platforms

160ATJ/160ATJ+/180ATJ/200ATJ

safety

Articulated platforms

In accordance with European directives, ATJ platforms
have all the necessary systems of protection:
- dead man’s pedal to avoid incorrect operator actions
e.g. in case of the operator’s drowsiness or illness
- safety valves on the lifting controls
- control panel in the basket and also on the ground
(to help out an operator in difficulty)
- weight control, leaning angle detector
- negative braking
- electric emergency pump
- puncture proof tyres

simplified maintenance

Telescopic platforms

The integrated bus CAN technology enables you to
verify speedily the state of your machine. A monitor
provides immediate feedback on the platform
highlighting any service action required. The MANITOU
dealer can assist with the diagnostics. By opening
the cover, technicians have easy access to all service
points and major components. You thus significantly
reduce your maintenance and non-activity costs.

Most suitable operating
for ATJ models
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

areas

First phase (framework, cladding)
Second phase (painting, heating and air
conditioning)
Cleaning and sand blasting
Pruning
Event Operations
Airport/Port maintenance
…

Port maintenance

Airports

Telescopic
platforms

1 moDel aVailaBle:

Scissor platforms
Manitou Diesel Platforms with telescopic jibs are ideal for

working at height. They have shown themselves to be
indispensable for operations which demand a

reach span,

such as on major building construction

sites. They are equipped with

components

significant

high specification

providing excellent reach and rough

terrain capability for maximum safety and efficiency,
with a controlled working speed… you are assured of the
ability to work in all site conditions in total confidence.

Articulated platforms

You can reach the heights.

Telescopic platforms

( 280TJ )

Telescopic
platforms

280TJ
Scissor platforms

all terrain capability
With their different steering systems, TJ models can get round
and over obstacles on every kind of ground. These platforms
are significantly lighter and more compact than most of the
competition leading to less ground damage and greater ease
of transportation. Reinforced floors, an oscillating axle, 4 wheel
drive and a differential block guarantee maximum mobility and
speed on all surfaces.

Articulated platforms

rapidity
and safety of movements
You will really save time. The raising of the platform is effected
in proportional simultaneous movements, offering speed and
flexibility. You reach your working area fast and efficiently.
Electronic control of the movements also allows rapidity of
forward movement of the fixed basket in the air (the speed of
movement of the basket is the same, whether the telescopic
element is extended or not).

excellent reach capability

Most suitable operating
for TJ models
n
n
n
n
n
n

Telescopic platforms

Our platforms are equipped with a pivot system at the foot of
the jib which provides an impressive reach capability. With the
aid of the telescopic facility you can work at increasing height
levels with ease. The machine also has an automatic system for
the lifting and telescopic movements, which allows you to make
vertical and horizontal movements (for instance along a ceiling).

areas

First phase (framework)
Cleaning, sandblasting
Tree pruning
Sporting events
Shipyards
…

Construction and Industrial

Shipyards

Telescopic
platforms

280TJ
Scissor platforms

Working comfort
With a full specification basket and with the capacity to load
up to 350 kg, you can lift up to THREE operators with their
equipment. You thus increase your productivity by reducing
the number of passes. The storage area (1.80 m) allows you to
store tools and equipment. The TJ models also have intuitive
and ergonomic controls.

maintenance and safety

Telescopic platforms

Articulated platforms

All the expertise developed and tested with ATJ (articulated)
models is in evidence with the telescopic platforms: bus CAN
technology and all the protection systems in accordance with
European safety directives (electric emergency pump, Dead
Man’s Pedal etc).
The engine, placed on a swiveling base, allows mechanics easy
access to all parts and all service points.

energy saving
On board system giving you power on demand. Manitou allows
you to optimise engine power and complies to international
emission regulations while consuming less fuel.

Most suitable operating
for TJ models
n
n
n
n
n
n

areas

First phase (frames)
Cleaning, sandblasting
Tree pruning
Sporting events
Shipyards
…

Tree pruning

Cleaning

Services

MANITOU
first Class parts and service
support
The MANITOU Dealer network is at your service! In addition to
geographical proximity, you can rely on the technical expertise
and advice of your MANITOU agents, at the time of purchase,
and throughout the life of your machine. To help you work
in the best possible conditions, MANITOU provides you with
the best possible speed of delivery of spare parts for your
equipment.

